s walk together through the access improvement of a walk-in system on step at a time. Please bookmark our website, www.rehabsystems.net,
Laset’
a resource for further details. Our website includes detailed descriptions, frequently asked questions and testimonials.

AquaTrek Ladder
The AquaTrek Ladder is the dignified, forward-walking entry and exit to the
pool that makes pool access safe and easy. Each AquaTrek Ladder is
comfortable to use with wide treads and strong, metal-reinforced siderails.
Stability is guaranteed due to deck mounting features, while portability is
assured by hitchpins that separate the unit from the deck mounting position.
Unlike other walk-in pool entry systems, the AquaTrek Ladder offers small,
customizable distances between steps to guarantee a therapeutic system.
To be therapeutic, a walk-in system needs to have the smallest possible
distance between steps. The AquaTrek Ladder construction combines a
rigid, metal skeleton with a tough, furniture grade PVC skin. Each step tread includes a two-tone, nonskid
surface for safety. Built-in wheels on the AquaTrek Ladder allow ease of movement of the unit in and out
of the pool and around the deck area. The AquaTrek Ladder is available in a standard unit rated for 600lbs user weight capacity, or a heavy-duty unit to extend the standard rating. Each AquaTrek Ladder has a one-year warranty backed by a
manufacturer established for over 15 years. The AquaTrek Ladder is available in four, five or six step models.
The AQ-5000
5-Tread Ladder

AquaTrek Step
The AQ-6000
6-Tread Step

The AquaTrek Step is the next level for walk-in access to your pool.
Designed as a successor unit to the AquaTrek Ladder, the AquaTrek Step is
the solution for deep pool situations that demand six treads, or more, to be
therapeutic. It is a small distance between steps that defines a walk-in
system as therapeutic. The AquaTrek Step is available in six, seven or eight
tread models.

AquaTrek Ramp
The AquaTrek Ramp is the practical solution for ramped access to a
swimming pool. The AquaTrek Ramp is available in either a standard or
long length. By using the AquaTrek Ramp systems, clients receive a
gentle, sloped entry where they can either walk or be wheeled into the pool.
The two versions of the AquaTrek Ramp available are offered for the same
value pricing. The AQ-9000 AquaTrek Ramp Standard is the ramp meant for
pools less than 47-inches deep from pool floor to deck surface. The AQ9000L AquaTrek Ramp Long is a longer length AquaTrek Ramp meant for
pools where the depth from pool floor to deck surface is 48-inches or
greater. The AquaTrek Ramp is designed with cross-bars to directly connect the bottom of the two
siderails, adding an extra layer of strength and durability to the unit. A 30-inch tread width on the
AquaTrek Ramp assures stability, unlike wider systems where 36-inch distances between the siderails
allow for more potential instability. Elevation kits are also available to help reduce the slope of an
AquaTrek Ramp system in a pool. The AquaTrek Wheel Chair is the perfect companion item for use with the AquaTrek Ramp.
The AQ-9000 Ramp

AquaTrek Wheel Chair
The AquaTrek Wheel Chair is totally submersible and perfect for
your aquatic wheel chair needs. It is designed specifically for use
in either a zero depth pool or on a ramp system like the AquaTrek
Ramp. The bushings of the AquaTrek Wheel Chair are custom
designed using Nylatron to prevent corrosion. A retractable
footrest and soft, cushioned seat on the AquaTrek Wheel Chair
provide comfort for each client. Stainless steel handrims on the
rear wheels allow client mobility. A swing-arm allows for ease of
mobility on and off the AquaTrek Wheel Chair. The Furniture
grade PVC construction of the AquaTrek Wheel Chair ensures durability for the heavy-duty needs of
the commercial aquatic environment. The options of a shoulder harness and seat belt can be purchased
for the AquaTrek Wheel Chair upon request.
The AQ-350-WC
Wheel Chair

